Abstract-This paper proposes a load balancing algorithm that determines the optimal load for each host so as to minimize the overall mean job response time in a distributed computer system that consists of heterogeneous hosts. The algorithm is a simplified and easily understandable version of the single-point algorithm originally presented by Tantawi and Towsley.
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I. INTRODUCTION Tantawi and Towsley studied a model of a distributed computer system that consists of a set of heterogeneous host computers connected by a communications network [5] . They considered an optimal static load balancing strategy which determines the optimal load at each host so as to minimize the mean job response time. A key assumption of theirs was that the communication delay does not depend on the source-destination pair. This assumption may apply to single channel networks such as satellite networks and some LAN's, Given this assumption, they determined the requirement that the optimal load at each host satisfies, and derived an algorithm that determines the optimal load at each host for given system parameters. It is this algorithm that they call a single-point algorithm.
The Tantawi and Towsley single-point algorithm [5] is surprising in the sense that it does not calculate the load at each node iteratively. Note that previous algorithms on related models such as flowdeviation type algorithms (see, e.g., Fratta, Gerla, and Kleinrock [2]) and Gauss-Seidel type algorithms (see, e.g., Dafermos and Sparrow [l] and Magnanti [3] ) require iterative calculation of loads. However, the algorithm appears to be complicated and rather difficult to understand.
In this paper, we consider the same model as Tantawi and Towsley [S] under the same assumptions concerning the communication delay. Additionally, we derive some properties that the optimal solution satisfies. On the basis of these properties, we offer another single-point algorithm that is more easily understandable and more straightforward than that of Tantawi we identify properties relating to the convergence of our algorithm and demonstrate its performance.
II. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS
We assume the same model as that of Tantawi and Towsley [5] . That is, the system consists of )Z nodes (hosts) connected by a communications network. For reference, we repeat a portion of the notation and assumptions contained in [S]). In practical situations, we can rarely obtain the closed form giving n from (4). Therefore, some kind of iterative calculation of n is necessary. Since load balancing does not usually need very high accuracy, a simple method such as a binary search may be practical in solving (4) iteratively for n.
For the purpose of developing our algorithm, we derive the following properties directly from the Tantawi-Towsley theorem. Let /3 be an optimal solution to problem (1) and let n = min f, (J, ).
(5)
We now show from the above theorem that the following three properties hold true in the optimal solution. Properly 1:
n I ft(ot) I n + g(X). iff *j, = 0,.
n > f,(a). iff J, > 0,.
Proof: From the original assumption, note that fs (J, ) and g(X) are increasing and nondecreasing, respectively, and both are positive. It is clear from the relations noted at (3) that n = miu, f< ()J, ), which is the same as (5). Thus, both n's are the same. Note that X defined by (6) is the network traffic in the optimal solution.
The necessity in (7): We derive from the stated set of relations (3) fl ( (4) is equivalent to the equality XS = XI<, if we use the definitions given by (8) and (9) and note that c ,EKd oi + C&R, 91 + C,E.L. ot + CLES Qf = a.
Recall the above definitions on node partition. By noting that Cy=, 3, = C:', o, = a, we have x = ; 2 lo, -a-1,) = c (J, -9, ).
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Therefore, by noting Property 2 we see that X = X.7. 0 Let us consider the following definitions in the order shown below for an arbitrary n (1 0).
.5(n) = {iln > ft(o,)}.
(10)
Rd(n) = {i 1 f<(O) 2 n + y(A.s(fl))}.
R,(n) = {i (fs(o,) > n +s(&s(n)) > ft(O)).
AR(Q) = c 0, + c 191 -f,'(fi +g(As(n)))l.
tERd(")
From properties 1, 2, and 3 above, we see that, if an optimal n is given, the node partitions in the optimal solution are characterized as follows.
Rd = Rd(n). R, = R,(n). .I' = Y(n). ad s = S(n).
Thus, we see that the node partitions are determined only by the conditions on f, (0), f< ( o1 ), and o. Furthermore, for an optimal CI, we see that A = x.7 = An = As(n) = AR(O ).
On the basis of properties 1, 2, and 3 above, the following load balancing algorithm is derived. The computational requirements of this algorithm are also given. Find n such that As(o) = AR(n) (by using, for example, a binary search), where, given o, each value is calculated in the following order.
S(n) = {iln > f8(o,)).
Rd(a) = {i I f&(O) L a + s(Xs(a))).
(14
+ c [a -f,-'(a + dAs(~)))l. (14) r~Ra(n) 383 ,j, = 0. for i E Rd(n).
'j, = f,-'(n + g(X)).
for i E R,,(c\).
fj, = f,-'(n).
for i E S(n ).
,1, = 0,.
for i E S(n).
where X(n)= {i/n 5 f8(QZ) <n +g(Xs(tr))}.
Remarks: The main process of the algorithm is determining o (in step 2). The single-point algorithm of Tantawi and Towsley [5] determines the node partitions before calculating n exactly. Our algorithm does not need to provide the node partition process separately and can, instead, determine the node partitions during the process of obtaining o. The computational requirements given above are those with respect to the number of nodes n. In step 2, however, the computational requirements must increase as the acceptable tolerance for the relative error of o decreases. For example, if a binary search is used, the computational requirement then is O(U log l/5) where E denotes the acceptable tolerance.
Continuing, consider the following additional properties. Property 4: XS( o ) increases (from zero) and Xn( n ) decreases (from a) both monotonically as n increases.
Proof: It is simple to prove this from definitions (11) and (14) and the assumptions on f&(o) and r/(X).
0
Remark: This property assures that the algorithm can determine an o that satisfies X5(n) = Xl<(n).
Property 5: For an arbitrary n such that o i 5 o 5 n 2, R&n) = Rdnl). if Rd(ol) = R,q(ns).
R,Cn)=R,(nl). if R,(r\l) = R,(nz). S(0) = Y(n, ), if S(ni) = S(nz). S(G) = S(n1). if S(nt) = S(rt~).
Proof: We first show Rd(n ) = R~(o r ) for an arbitrary o (ot 5 ct 5 oz) if Rd(ol) = Rd((lZ). Order nodes such that
Rd(nr) = Rd(oa) implies that fL(0) 2 c11 +y(X.~(ni)) > fl+r(0) and ft(0) 2 oz + g(X.s(oZ)) > fL+r(0) for the same i. From Property 4 and the assumption on g(X) we see that 01 +s(Xs(nl))
In +y(X.s(n)) I n2 +dXs(n2))
Thus, we see that
which implies RJn) = R,,(~I) = Rd(nz).
The rest is shown similarly. 
if S(n,) = S(nt+~).
On the basis of the above, we derive another version of the above algorithm that may be a bit more complicated but may require less computational time. Table I compares the performance of the algorithms for a distributed computer system model that consists of ten hosts connected via a single channel. The channel is modeled as an M/M/l queueing system. Each node is modeled as a central server model. Optimal node partition is such that one sink (S), two neutrals (-I-), five active sources (R, ), and two idle sources (Rd) exist. The compilation and computation times of each algorithm are shown. ? indicates the acceptable tolerance for the relative error of n.
As we see from Table I , for a large acceptable tolerance 5, the computational times of K & K 1 and 1' are nearly equal to each other and much less than that of T & T. The difference between those of T & T and K & K 1, however, becomes less as : decreases. On the other hand, the difference between those of T & T and K & K 1' is rather independent of 5. Such a tendency can be observed for different parameter values. As such, if we desire a simple algorithm and accuracy (i.e., the size of 5) is not important, K & K 1 is recommended. If we require very high accuracy levels, K & K 1' is recommended.
V. AN ALGORITHM FOR STAR NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS
We can also apply the above idea to the case of the star network configurations studied by Tantawi and Towsley [4] , and derive the following load balancing algorithm. For notation and assumptions, see [4] . Find n such that X,(n) = Xx(o) (by using, for example, a binary search), where, given o, each value is calculated in the following order.
3. Determine the optimal load. >d, = 0.
for i E R</(o).
,,', = h,'(n).
for i E R,(n).
3, = 0,. for i E S(n) WI1CI .P. -I-(n) = {iJh,(o,) 5 A}.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed simpler versions of single-point algorithms than those of Tantawi and Towsley [5], [4] for the models of distributed computer systems with a single communication channel and star network configurations. The idea underlying our algorithms may also be used for some other related models that have a single job class. It would seem difficult to develop algorithms that yield the optimal solution of multiple job class models without iterative calculation of loads. However, it would be easy to develop iterative algorithms for multiple job class models at each stage in the iteration utilizing these same ideas.
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